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Naughtons Pools and Spas started 
in 1994 and is now owned by Justin 
Hatfield, Damian Oliver and Matt Martin 
who have been in the business for 
the last six years. Within the last three 
years, Naughtons Pools and Spas has 
opened a new store and operates out 
of Shepparton, with an award-winning 
three-pool display centre. They build 
up to 100 compass fibreglass pools 
and 20 concrete pools per year, 
stretching across country Victoria and 
southern New South Wales.  
Naughtons Pools and Spas aims to 

satisfy the requests of all their  
clients by incorporating energy-
efficient control systems with  
timeless designs.

Naughtons Pools and Spas is a 
proud member of SPASA and HIA 
and has been recognised with many 
accolades over the years. The featured 
pool was honoured with the 2012 
SPASA gold award for Best Concrete 
Pool by a Country Member. Naughtons 
Pools and Spas has also been 
recognised with the title of Best Pool 
Shop in Victoria. 

Some of the best summer memories 
are made from the comfort of your own 
backyard, right by the swimming pool. 
Whether it’s splashing around with the kids, 
teaching the young ones how to swim or 
relaxing on a cool summer night, swimming 
pools can provide entertainment and fun 
for all family members. This well-designed 
pool by Naughtons Pools and Spas is the 
definition of family fun. From toddlers to 
adults, family members of all ages can enjoy 
this spectacularly designed outdoor area.

The owners of this pool are a large family 
with children and grandchildren and they 
requested a pool large enough to cater for 
quite a few people. Naughtons Pools and 
Spas designed this pool with all ages in 
mind, specifically including a shallow area 
for toddlers to play in.

The deeper area of the pool fits the 
whole family and provides a spectacular 
view overlooking the Murray River. The pool 
is 15m x 5m and is the focal point of the 
backyard. The spacious pool area will see 

Backyard 
resort

Whether it is for 
entertaining or family fun, 

this pool has it all

these clients holding many large family 
functions and special occasions for years 
to come.

The pool also features a swim-up bar 
that puts outdoor dining on a whole other 
level. No more getting out of the pool to 
quench your thirst. Kids and adults can 
swim for hours and stay well hydrated 
without ever having to leave the pool. The 
swim-up bar is also perfect for night-time 
entertaining, with plenty of seats for sitting 
and relaxing in the water. With the bar 
placed strategically undercover, it becomes 
an outstanding feature that can be used all 
year round.

This well-designed family pool also 
contains a spa that overflows into the 

toddlers’ shallow area. The warm water 
spills over the edges of the spa, making 
the shallow pool the ideal temperature for 
little kids and ensuring that it is easy for 
you to relax while you watch over them.

The team at Naughtons Pools and Spas 
made sure that this pool was up-to-date 
with all the latest in pool technology with a 
connect system by Hurlcon that features  
an LCD touch screen that operates 
everything in the pool — from the colour 
changing LED light to spa pump and 
blower. The pool and spa are also solar 
and gas heated with Paramount in-floor 
cleaning, allowing the clients more time 
and energy to spend on enjoying their 
newly built pool.
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